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Maglock / Maglock Plus Socket Fabrication Instructions 
It is important in fabricating the Maglock Socket, that care be taken in following 
the casting procedure in producing an acceptable cast. NOTE: The Maglock 
cannot be retrofitted into an existing pin locking socket. There are factors that 
you need to take into account to determine the best outcome with this device 
– such as fluxuating edema. The force of the magnet will not draw in the limb 
if in there is space! The goal is to produce a socket that has integrity with the 
slot, and has the proper lamination thickness so as not to damage the lock. If 
possible, do not sand the bottom of the lamination to retain strength. The most 
common practice is to laminate with cap screws, and sand down the lamination 
till the cap screw heads are exposed to gauge the thickness of the lamination. 
This can be an acceptable technique, but the use of the lamination plate should 
still be considered to reduce the need to sand into the lamination. 
 

NOTE: THESE CAST SET UP PHOTOS ARE FOR DEMONSTRATION ONLY. THE CAST 
SHOWS THE CASTING RING SHAPE THAT SHOULD HAVE BEEN CAPTURED 
DURING PATIENT CASTING UPON WHICH THE LAMINATION DUMMY IS PLACED. 

 

Be sure that the 3180-M and 3181-MP fabrication 
dummy is correctly placed onto the mold with the 
elongated dummy insert placed on the medial side 
of the mold (fig.1), and, most Importantly, the four-
hole rotation placed in an acceptable line of 
progression orientation. (Note: Blue dummy utilized 
for contrast only, not available with kit).  Apply a 
liberal amount of petroleum jelly to all the threads 
of the socket head cap screws, and insert the socket 
head cap screws (M6-1.00 x 12) into the threaded 
holes. (Fig.2) 
 
 

 

 
 

Cut, and stick pelite foam into the Cap Head Screw. (Fig.3) Pull PVA Bag over the mold. Pull till the bag is snug on the lamination 
dummy, and trim to leave a portion that can be pulled down to fit snug over the lamination dummy (fig. 5). Tape off PVA bag. 
(fig.4A, 4B) Utilize Teflon tape for the elongated slot dummy that is inserted into the Maglock dummy. (Fig.5) Also, apply tape to 
seal off the open end that is inserted into the slot so resin does not fill slot dummy. 
 

                                                    
        Fig 3 (Note Pelite foam plugs in cap screws)       Fig 4A                      Fig 4B                   Fig 5 

Fig 1 Fig 2 
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The Teflon tape will help in keeping the dummy from sticking in the lamination. The cut pieces of foam will aid in keeping 
resin from the hex head when laminating. 
Important! It is recommended to utilize clear pressure sensitive tape and not electrical tape. There may be a tendency 
of the electrical tape to stick into the lamination depending on type of resin utilized.  
 

   
          Fig 6                   Fig 7           Fig 8 

NOTE: It is important to take into consideration the fiber orientation (0-90-0-90), and reinforcement of the slot area 

with unidirectional tape. Note the distal 0-90-0-90 tape layup, the lengthwise tape layup, and the brim hoop 

reinforcement layup. (fig 6, 7) The goal is to have a strong enough layup, but not one that is heavy. The braid that is 

used, should be reflected down (Not Cut), and the cap screws fed through the weave (For best saturation of the braid, 

it is best not to tie off very tightly as this can prevent saturation as seen in fig. 10, 11). The slot and screws should be 

fed through the weave as much as possible. (fig 8) When you cut, or sand down the weave of the braid, you will lose 

some integrity, so this should be done very sparingly.  

NOTE: For photographic clarity, the older screw-in plate alignment pins were utilized to show how to maintain braid 

integrity. Pictured below (Fig 9) 

 

                                
  Fig 9     Fig 10              Fig 11 (Note the plugs and loose tie off of the braid!) 
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A good rule of layering the socket for lamination, is to keep the layers symmetrical as you build out from the inside. 

This will be to prevent uneven stresses in the layup that can cause warping. 
 

For example: Perlon, Paralex, (0 and 90 degree layup on distal end over the dummy and around hoop/brim), nyglass, 

nyglass, (0 and 90 degree layup on distal end over the dummy and around hoop/brim), paralex, perlon. This will provide 

a balanced layup. NOTE: This is just for clarification only. Your layup will vary depending on weight and activity level, 

but the concept of balancing out your layup is important to note. 

 

When your layup is done, bolt on the lamination plate 

with the included bolt. Be sure to thoroughly 

lubricate the threads with petroleum jelly to ensure 

ease of removal after lamination (photo left). 

 

If the layup appears rather thin around the plate, add 

a layer of cut NSP to fill in the area, and to add 

reinforcement around the open slot for the Maglock 

handle. This will not add much weight, but will reduce 

unwanted extra resin. (photo right) This layer was added in between the nyglass 

layers with the nyglass and NSP pulled up over the plate to ease tie in of the extra 

material. With the nyglass and NSP reflected back down from the plate, the layers 

were tied off with thread to pull in and hold in place around the slot. 

 

Pull on outer PVA bag and prep for lamination with selected resin. 

Introduce resin, laminate as usual, and then tape off around the slot so resin does not pool up (fig. 11). 

Fig. 11         Fig. 12    Fig. 13         Fig. 14 

After resin sets, carefully remove excess resin from top of lamination plate. 

IMPORTANT: Care should be taken to not nick or damage the plate to ensure reusability! 

Carefully crack the resin over the plate where the 2 holes are (fig. 12) Clean out the hold down screw and remove screw 

from assembly (fig 13, 14). 
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Cut rough trim line of socket, 

remove excess laminated 

material and knock socket off 

of cast so lamination dummy 

assembly can be prepared for 

removal. 

 

 
 

SEQUENCE OF REMOVAL: 

Lamination Plate, 4 Hex Screws, Slot Lamination Dummy, Maglock Lamination Dummy 

LAMINATION PLATE REMOVAL: 

 
          Fig. 15                Fig. 16    Fig. 17    Fig. 18 
It has been found to be less damaging to utilize a blade to separate the plate from the lamination enough to manually remove it 

from the lamination. The remaining sprues can be sanded down (fig. 15, 16) 

With the plate removed, the foam can be removed from the hex heads and the cap screws removed (fig. 17, 18). 
 

SLOT LAMINATION DUMMY REMOVAL: 
IMPORTANT: Be sure that the slot dummy surface has been sanded and exposed to ease removal (fig. 19)! 

(NOTE: The blue dummy was utilized only for contrast and clarification purposes. The included black elongated dummy should be 

utilized. Teflon tape significantly eases removal process!)       

     
   Fig. 19      Fig. 20                   Fig. 21 

Utilizing a flat blade screw driver, puncture the slot dummy at a shallow angle so as not to damage the maglock dummy (fig. 19)! 

Wiggle the screwdriver to loosen the slot dummy for removal (fig. 20) Slot should appear similar to fig. 21 
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MAGLOCK LAMINATION DUMMY REMOVAL: 
With socket off cast, lamination plate and slot dummy removed, the Maglock 

Lamination Dummy can be removed. 

To ease removal, insert longer screws into the dummy as shown in the figure 

to the right and alternate impact to dislodge the dummy from the socket. 

The Maglock Lamination Dummy should pop out freely once screws are 

removed – as seen in figure below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  Fig. 22 

 
                 Fig. 23 

Finish socket as usual for given design. 

Unscrew Maglock cap (Do not remove the spring or the inner screw from the lever!) 

Insert maglock into the cavity – lever first – reinsert the Maglock cap onto the lever 

Assemble the 4-hole adapter as usual. 

 

 
 

For Maglock PLUS lamination, the process is the same with the exception of being sure you have the Maglock PLUS lamination 

dummy (The Maglock PLUS lamination dummy has a taller height, and a thicker lip on the bottom portion of the dummy under 

the slot plug dummy versus the dummy, which is thinner in the same area (fig 14)), and associated Maglock (The Maglock PLUS 

Maglock is taller in height than the Maglock. Visually, there are 2 thin chrome plated rings on the bottom of the lock, where the 

Maglock PLUS has anodized black ring). 

 

Note lip that appears over the blue slot of the Maglock Lamination Dummy. 

Note:  Maglock Plus lamination may require more layers of reinforcement, meaning more 

layers of braid.  

 

 

Important: Upon assembly of the prosthesis, be sure to 

incorporate the included 4-hole plate to be sandwiched 

between the socket and the 4-hole adapter that is 

screwed to the Maglock, or Maglock PLUS. 

4-Hole Plate 

Fig 14 
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